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SECTION 12 4633 – INTERIOR WASTE RECEPTACLES

PART 1 - INTRODUCTION

1.1 SUMMARY

A. Section includes the following:
   1. Interior waste receptacles
   2. Interior waste receptacle labels

B. Related Sections
   1. Refer to 12 9300.1.6 for exterior waste receptacles

PART 2 - PRODUCTS

2.1 BASIS OF DESIGN – Busch Industries Evolve Series has been selected as the University Standard to ensure that users have familiarity so as to encourage as much recycling as possible. These units have the durability, appearance, functionality, and cost that most closely meets the University’s expectations.

2.2 INTERIOR WASTE RECEPTACLES

A. Receptacles for interior public spaces shall be the campus standard manufacturer or approved equal. The receptacles shall be square or rectangular in shape and shall be non-metallic and not susceptible to rust, denting nor require painting. Units shall have adjustable, non-marring feet to accommodate uneven surfaces. Optional connector kits, magnetic or otherwise shall be available to keep tandem units together. The receptacles shall be able to accommodate attachable sign holders provided by the receptacle manufacturer.

B. Size:
   1. Receptacles shall be available in two sizes
      a. Approximately 50-gallon capacity with approximate dimensions of 30” High x 20” Wide x 20” Deep
      b. Approximately 23-gallon capacity with approximate dimensions of 30” High x 20” Wide x 10” Deep

C. Colors:
   1. Receptacles will be available in three colors, depending on their intended use.
      a. Black – for all landfill waste receptacles
b. Blue – for all recycling receptacles

c. Green – for all organic composting receptacles

D. Usage:
1. Appropriate receptacles will be used in all interior public spaces where deemed necessary.
2. In areas where only rectangular units are used, they will be positioned with the long side facing forward to accommodate the attachable sign holder.
3. In areas where rectangular units are used in combination with square units, they may be placed with the short side facing forward.
4. In those situations where a rectangular unit in not able to accommodate an attached sign holder, adhesive labels indicating “Landfill”, “Recyclables” or “Organics” shall be placed on the top front of the receptacle lids. (See Attachment A)

2.3 INTERIOR WASTE RECEPTACLE LABELS

A. General: Text and format to match illustration shown in Attachment A.

B. Material:
1. Labels shall be 17” Wide x 11” Tall and mounted in a frame on all interior waste receptacles.
2. Labels shall be either laminated or printed on a material that will resist damage from water or other liquids.

C. Mounting:
1. “Landfill” labels to be applied on all black receptacles that are landfill waste.
2. “Recyclables” labels to be applied on all blue receptacles that are for recycling.
3. “Organics” labels to be applied on all green receptacles that are for composting.
4. Labels should typically be placed on the most visible face of the receptacles in the attachable sign frame, except as specified in section 1.2 D 4 above.